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Abstract 
In the quick popularity and promoting function of micro-computer and internet, human-computer researches have 
unprecedented development and develop towards more intellect, convenient, human orientated direction. However, 
the present researches still lay particular stress on the interface technology characteristics of figure users, and are very 
poor in the exploring of visual design art plan of figure users interface. Aiming at this, this paper mainly researches 
how to connect the computer technology with human through the visual expression of interface design, and make 
human to achieve most convenience and the possibility of high efficiency in the process of operating computer. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
With the computer widely entering people’s work and living filed, computer users has changed, the
common users who are not the computer major has become the main body of users. This great change 
makes the popularity problem of computer to standout day by day. What human-computer interface 
should be? How to build this interface? People begin to pay attention and research these problems [1]. As 
Mourne Seoul said: “the responsibility of communication is decisively endowed with computer but not 
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human, and it is not the users must to learn the interface offered by computer, but the computer interface 
must meet users’ preference”. 
Human-computer interface (short for HCI) is also called users interface, is the medium of transmission 
and interchanging information and also the talk port between human and computer, is the important 
components of computer system. It refers to the combined face of information exchanging and functional 
touch or mutual affection between human and computer.  
Due to the main characteristic of information human-computer interface application is virtual 
operation environment, is a middle medium formed mainly by color, letter, figure, marks and etc visible 
elements and multi-medium elements, conveying specified information, on the purpose of making the 
communication between human and computer easy[2]. Its information form is numeric, interface carrier 
is screen, information channel mainly use visual sense, and users do virtual function choices and matches 
on the screen to realize interaction, such as computer software, web information, public query system, 
mobile phone interface and so on. The research of this paper belongs to the visual design part of interface 
design, is the most directly visual part to users, and is also the port of interactive operation between users 
and numeral products. 
2. The Classification and Communication of Visual Information in Human-Computer Interface 
In human-computer interface, visual information has absolutely advantages; the expression types of 
visual information are the richest, to sum up and mainly have the four types. 
2.1. Information of Figure Type 
Figure information expression refers to using the way of figure and color to express information, using 
people’s accumulating cognition experience of long-term living and learning to understand information. 
In software interface, including interface frame design such as software icon, function icon, files and so 
on, are all figure information. Designer should accurately understand and master figures semantic 
meaning, quickly, rightly, effectively express the design purpose through figure, try to reduce the 
understanding barrier caused by the multi-meaning of the figures. 
2.2. Information of Text Type 
It refers to using the text way to express information. Almost all interfaces will use characters. The 
early human computer communication all depended on careful texts to exchange, operation orders all 
have the only one corresponding texts with strict grammar requests, expressing accurate content, so the 
contents of texts information expression tend to rational category. 
2.3. Information of Mixed Type 
Figure mixed with text is mass used in interface, because it is compatible to the advantages of the 
figure’s perceptual expression and the text’s rational expression and get rich expression effect, 
recognition percentage and usability is very high. In the angle of spreading information, the recognition 
information points of figure and text marks are much more; recognition clues are helpful to construct 
information. 
2.4. Information of Cartoon Type 
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Except the above three visual expression forms, there are cartoon expression and video expression 
methods. In users practice, dynamic state information needs to solve two most fundamental problems: one 
is that the responding and running time can not surpass the users’ psychology exception; the other is 
dynamic information controllability, users can simply and optional control flow information. However, 
cartoon figure is not fit for large scale use, because dynamic state information will produce strong “pop 
up effect” on the interface, and form visual focus, vignette other information and cause absent-minded. 
3. The Principles of Visual Communication Design in Human-Computer Interface 
Human-computer interface information visualization design is a complex system, its design principles 
mainly show in the following points. 
3.1. Users Centered 
The user is the positioning group when designing products. Positioning uses have initiative positioning 
and passive positioning. Initiative positioning is in order to guide consumer and cerate market, initiatively 
positioning new users; passive positioning refers to adapt and reform present users’ needs. Through 
market research, sum up users’ physiology information and social relevant information, such as 
occupational environment, culture background, habits and customs, ideology, value orientation and so on, 
provide dependence and goal for vision design so that to create attractive visual effect. 
3.2. Brief Functional Recognition 
When creating interface, you have to make it brief continually in the visual aspect [3]. On the basic of 
meeting functional recognition, simplify users’ thought cost and operation sequence, abandon redundant 
decoration. As we known, interface noisy vision caused by redundant vision elements, which disperse 
users’ attention and make us not to focus our attention to the vision elements directly expressing software 
functions and actions. If excessively modify unnecessary space elements, excessively use other vision 
elements to fill frames, inappropriately or overmuch use color, texture and pattern, and only make the 
whole design to be full of “noise”. 
3.3. From Information Communication to Emotion Communication 
Emotion in psychology refers to people’s subjective psychology state and relevant action reaction 
touched by the objective things, which is formed in the condition of a certain psychology stimulation, 
inner experience and reality feeling. Emotion acquisition belongs to user experience catalog; the goal of 
information visual design is not only human-computer information communication, but also realization of 
emotion communication [4]. In the human-computer interface design, vision language can perfectly 
express thoughts and feeling, and also can pass on emotion. The premise of realizing emotion 
communication is to make the objects personate, and make it have characteristic, know people’s meaning, 
suit reason. Human and computer affect each other, have similar temper, and then can promote to 
advanced communication level. 
3.4. Fresh Visual Experience 
People’s appreciation of the beauty trends to fresh experience. The film Avatar’s Pandora trip 
refreshed the box office record of film history, realized strong attraction. In order to bring audience 
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outstanding vision banquet, vision special efficiency is its successful key. Continuously improved vision 
experience as tempest meet people’s curious psychology, vision shock is largely greater than spirit 
harvest. From people’s various sense organ and psychology are all trying experience which never has 
before. In human computer interface information vision design, figure freshness must melt together with 
innovation, and then can get elegant sense of beauty.  For users, receiving information is not the only 
need; the appealing for art beauty appears more and more strong [5]. 
4. The Methods of Visual Communication Design in Human-Computer Interface 
Good visual interface should be the same as good vision design, is highly effective in vision aspect. 
The goal of vision design is to try best to help users understand interface. 
4.1. The Design Methods of Interface Format 
Format refers to the vision information arrangement of interface, and is limited by the primary and 
secondary of the content and vision process, but has big edition space and their own language and 
semantics, in the base of fitting information framework different types of layout pass on different 
temperament. We must provide users for brief and clear format structure, guide users sight to improve 
information conveying efficiency of the interface. For format, there are brief type, rich emotion type, 
active and lovely type and so on, for example, common use software usually give priority to general 
vision marks and brief format to avoid obvious region culture tendency, such as operating system 
software, office software, antivirus software and so on. 
4.2. The Design Methods of Interface Color 
In the Human-computer interface information vision design, the color is always closely linked with 
people's emotions, and different colors tendency can clearly express different emotions tendency, such as 
the warm red warm-toned, reason simple blue-gray color and extremely brief the non-color toned and so 
on. In the interface with very large amount of information, it embodied very important, different colors 
distinguish different types of information, and different brightness or color purity of color can distinguish 
different levels of information structure. The use of emotion associations of color and the life experience 
of color can effectively achieve the emotion expression of visual information, such as help, warning, 
advice and other information color expression. 
4.3. The Design Method of Interface Navigation 
Navigation design is the surface layer reflection of information framework, and also important 
performance content of interface style. Fast and accurate navigation technology is the core function of 
human-computer communication. 
Navigation can be classified as chaining navigation, sequences navigation and search navigation. 
Chaining navigation is direct navigation, is suit for a relatively small amount of information interface, 
according to information framework and visual style navigation links navigation have "breadcrumbs", 
submerged navigation, scene navigation and so on; sequence navigation is an way used in large 
information situation, according to variety of file attributes to do flexibility sequence, easy for query; 
search navigation is the way designed for mass information, by entering the relevant content themes 
information to do exact or vague query, realizing fast navigation purposes, for example, Baidu and 
Google is typical. 
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4.4. The design of interface graphical symbols 
Graphical symbols in the interface is the elements with ideographic function, is also the main content 
in vision, graphical symbols in the interface is computer graphics with clear specific meaning, behind 
graphics is a string of specific mathematical formula with computer functions (computer language). 
Graphic symbols mainly in the form, different forms of graphics attached to other related information, 
which is a social cultural, historical heritage and life experience of the common view of most people's 
visual experience, all followed this context to make the logic and understanding. Users associated 
graphics with certain information and things to cause the association, memory, and judgments to convey 
information quickly and accurately. Especially icons in the interface, every step of the users operation 
often relies on icons to identify, judge. 
So, the interface design is the key to human-computer interaction. User operating the computer should 
take action to direct perception and natural action way to achieve "identity object and self", "the unity of 
knowledge and action", make the computer to become an extension of people’s ability and the action 
scope. Dingbang Yin said in "Introduction to Design", ”"modern design is unique subject with both 
material and the culture ... ... design and specific social material production are linked to technology, 
which makes the design have physical characteristics" [6] . It is believed that with the popularity of 
computer and digital products, people increasing demands for interface design and the designers getting 
deeper knowledge of human-computer interface, human-computer interface should become a specialized 
research direction in art design field. 
5. Summary 
Now, more and more people have already recognized that the interface design is the most important 
part in every links of product design, providing a good user experience is the core part of product 
innovation and enterprise competition. In the digital age, the visual designer should reasonably use 
modern technology and new design codes, design forms in the design process, and make originality to 
blend in work design, and provide more possibilities for the development of human-computer interface. 
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